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ABSTFACT

Recent evidence suggests that whereas pictures are
more easily recognized, discriminated, associated, and recalled than
their corresponding verbal labels, this is not the casein concept
acquisition/utilization tasks. If such evidence is interpreted in
terms of a "frequency theory" perspective, one would expect the
typically obtained frequency judgment differences between pictures
and words to be reduced if "conceptual" frequency judgments are
required. Ilis expectation was confirmed in three experiments in
which subjects were presented with one of two types of visual or
verbal stimuli, categorized or uncategorized, with varying
frequencies. Subjects for the first experiment were sixth and seventh
graders. Subjects for the second and third experiment were students
in a college psychology class. (Author/!!KM)
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AISCONSIN RESEARCH AND DEVELINIIENT
CEN'ER FOR COGNITIVE LEARNING

Tne mission of the wisconsin Research and Development Center
for Cocni-ive Learning is to help learners develop as raiidly
and effectively as possible their potential as human beings
and as contributing members of society. The R&D Center IS
striving to fulfill this goal by
conducting research to discover more about
how children learn
developing improved instructional strategies,
processes and materials for school administrators,
teachers, a;d children, and

offering assistance to educators and citizens
which will help transfer the outcomes of research
and development into practice

PROGRAM

The activities of the Wisconsin R&D Center are organized
around one unifying theme, Individually Guided Education.

FUNDING
The Wisconsin R&D Center is supported with funds from the
National Institute of Education; the Bureau of Education for
the Handicapped, U.S. Office of Education; and the University
of Wisconsin.
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..ver verbal

:earning tasks 4cf. he & Paivic, :?71: Rowe,
l.Y-3; ray be at'ributaile to suhjee.,ive frequency
W--=ee
In a series of
difference-5. associated with the tie types cf material.
exierimerts In which items were ;resented with varying frequencies (generally
te. five tines), we have fund that lists consisting of pictures
fram
r:e freiuen,:y judgment performance which differs from that produced by
the verbal lat-els of those pictures iGhatala & Levin,
In particular, pictures are
1)73, ::74: _;natala, Levin & Wilder, 1973).
:onsistently 7Udged witn Tess variability and with greater accuracy than
Theoretically, such plot-_:re-word differences in subjective frequency,
wcrds.
Underwood,
combined with the tenets of fre;...ency theory (Ekstrand, Wallace
for
picture-word
differences
in dis19e:, ,h,-.egld be s-='fl,:ient to account
cririnatich learning and, indeed, they are (Levin, 7.11;atala & Wilder, 1974).
that
In fontrast to these results. however, Levin (1974) has concluded
repeatedly
demonstrated
in
alth:.ugh picture-over-we,rd ecce-!-; have been
tasks demanding item recognition, :tem discrimination, and item recall (cf.
Paivio, l)71), they have not been obtained in tasks involving the formation
It is possible that the unique
utilizatian of Jonceptual cateueries.
with the formation
ercetible feature of a pit.ture may interfere in some way
abstract
or
inclusive)
concepts.
of semantically hr_ader (generalli more
whether
here
were
conducted
to
determine
Tne three experiments reiorted
That is,
judgments
of
categories.
eticn effe2ts would extend to fre_:uency
corneven th-..igh ;_ictures are more easily recognized and discriminated in
the
specificity
of
pictures
their verha: .:oehteriarts, does
t
units
_r tneir i-ninating per7eptinle features prevent subjective frequency
instances
of
the
same
category?
from qeneralizing a7ross different category
boot
'n Experiments i and 2 we utzed narrowly defined categories (e.g.,
3,
as represented by a cowboy boot and a rain boot), whereas in Experiment
somewhat
in an effort to establish the leneraiity of our results, we used
represented
by
a
shirt
and
a
dress).
broader concepts (e.g., clothIng as
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EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2

METHOD

Lesi-ae and Yfaterials

Tne desian ,:_hsisted of f-ur ex4eramental conditic-:_s as defined by
f two types of stimulus materials ;1=ictures vs. Words) and
the
types
(;:rcitegorized
vs. Categorized).
twc
iot..re
ccndition, ',ink: stimuli were 44 line )tawings
tne =ncategorized
cf. familiar oh_ects (e.g., a rain boot, an alarm clock, a farmhousel. In the
-_-ncateqcrized Word condition, the objects' printed verbal labels were 'used.

rain boot," "farm house"). In each condition, 34 of the items were randomly
.listributed among the 4 frequency levels represented in the study list. The
1: remaining stimuli were used as filler (or zero-frequencY) items on the
The study list consisted of 16 pictures (or words) presented once,
test list.
7? presented twice, 5 presented tnree times, ana 4 presented four times,
resultinc in a total of 65 study presentations. The crier of study presentations was random, subject to the restriction that items with multiple
-;:cirrences were distributed equally in each equal-sized section, with the
eurher of sections determined by tne frequenoy. Thus, an item Fresented
twice cc.:arred once in each half of the list, an item presented three times
aLpeared in each third of the list, and an item presented four times appeared
The same item never appeared in adjacent positions.
quarter of the list.
items occurring once, 4 were randomly assigned to each quarter of
f tne i
The test list consisted of the 34 study list items plus the 10
the list.
filler items. The order of test presentations was raOom.
In the Categorized conditions, the stimuli consisted of different instances
from the ubject classes represented in the Uncategorized conditions. That is,
for items presented once on the study list, a different instance of the same
category appeared on the test list (.e.g., a cowboy boot during study and arain boot during test). For items presented more than once during study, a
different category instance appeared on each study presentation as well as on
the test list (e.g., a "two" item consisted of an electric clock and a grandThe order of study
fatner clock during study and an alarm clock during test).
and test presentations in the Categorized conditions duplicated that of the
Uncategorized conditions.
The line drawings were photographed and mounted, one to a slide. The
word pairs (modified nouns) were typed in primary type, photographed, and
mounted one to a slide.

Sub ects

In Experiment 1 the subjects were 120 sixth and seventh graders from an
elementary school in a semirural Wisconsin community. Within each grade,
subjects were randomly assigned to oae of the four experimental conditions.
Fifteen sixth and fifteen seventh graders were thus assigned to each condition.
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I:. Experiment

the ze.11:ects were 4t volunteerz, fr_r ah intr_:luct-ry l_sycholoqy
a c.:..rse re:::elrement.

class at the :.7-.1versity ,f Colorado, who:--were

sut7ects were randomll assigned to eacn =,)f tne fo.

exerimental

conditions.

Precedure
Ail sur..;c-cts were tested individually, witn the slides ;resented at a
wh
All suL:ects were told tnat they wcld be
rata,
they
sh-eli
:ay
acme of 'which would D,7aur more than on7..7e, and that
The
the
items.
attention t- cause later they would be asiced luest:_,ns
wculd
f-oeist
.-it:lects in the Categorized conditicins werc toll that -e:et----ns
diffjent instances ef the same categ-Jry. Moreover, ih -Exeriment 2
sut:(cts-in the Cate-cur:zed conditions were inf,rme1 that their subseiluent task
would be to estivate the number of times each :Jte-cory had -Leen presented
subsel-_:,nt experiment
and in
;_iihce information obtained in Experiment
indicated that the task was too difficult withnelt this addit:--nal instructif,n).
presented :-ri3r t' adminisA sample Item appropriate for each conditi:!n wa
tration of the actual list.
After viewing the study list, subjects were olven the ,i;r,;_riate test
respond to
list at the same 5-sec. rate. The subjects were instructed
each Item, guessing if uncertain, by saying the number of times that the item
(or category, in the case of subjects in the Categorized conditions) had
previously occurred. They were told that some items (categories) would be
to
- resented tzat they had not seen 'before, and for tnese stimuli they were
clarify
the
task,
the
irevious
sample
item
was
respond "zero." To he
re-presented.
r!

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dependent variable consisted of the number of c-,rri-:t fre-luc:
The result-;
items.
3udgments made by a sub3ect across the 44 test
earn experiment, expressed as percentacles and broken down a-:_ording to th
type of stimulus materials (Word's or Pictures) and list Oincategorized or
Categorized), are presented in Table 1. For each experiment, separate
TABLE 1

FREQUENCY JUDGMENT ACCURACY IN EXPERIMENTS 1 AND 2
(MEAN PERCENT CORRECT)

Experiment
1

2

Uncategorized List

Pictures
Words

74.9
57.2

83.5
67.6

(88.3)

(71.0)

48.9
44.5

59.1

Categorized List
Pictures
Words

(134.7)

Note:

Pooled variances are in parentheses.

52'.1

(235.5)
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were made :Jr: ea=4 list tyi-e.
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3.
respectIvely.
= 7.31 and t (22)
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t_71,

When the Categorized
in freiuency =,-idgment tasks i-Jf. 3hatala & Levin, 1974.
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i's ' .1C.
t (::1 =
1.44
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2dylbtale
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fir=t
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ne

:::-rnt !_fferences were due t. ii. ,-ffe.-_-tive "floor"
teqDrizod subjects learninq little or rpr;thinq
tr
I:owever, in view of tht_ finding that the

:oYol Df :erf..;rman..-e for the;,. subjects in the twu exieriments was
.111) the
Tar,16 11---Ah.=n rei.resents a score well above (IL

44.1 i_r:nt

:na:e" leve1 4 (24.- 3er.:ent or 31.4 percent, assuming either a prostrategy respe,.tivel*:r--tnere is reason to

7:r the

thls ariment.
:t
A

r-b

7.ild also he ar'i'l tnit subp_zts viewing the :.-ateorized list of
iotures in mat for
w.-?r subjects viewing
target --le,-lory
"r,:-

t.x:11,:itly pointed out with each in,,tgance (e.g.,

wn.,ruas for subjects given the cattiorized list
Indeed, certiin ictures
the
_f
in
tne
int,_nded
mqrner
and/or
could
not be unambiguously
at. or
w-r.
Note,
however, that this
4.1":
-2ne
,_lteg:ry
by
some
subjects.
'Id'-NJ

nrtery sad tc ho doduced_
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If Categorized c;utiectF,
not ,:cm1:6t-rly ,iti.-;f4fitory either.
-.aril 11.-t Yelit_.d mainly on tie second word in each pair, then their
anj roximate that of Thcategorized c;ublects
Iv.raie Ferfurman-e
t-1,_ word li,;t wniin, as may be seen in Table 1, it did not (a weighted
tho

of 46.7 percent correct in the Categorized Word conOn
rer-.76nt
correct in the Uncategorized Word condition).
ver.,us
then._ maY he an element of truth to the above sbeculation,
As will be seen, the new
a gird exi'erimert was condu-_:ted with row materials.
a:ros.:-.-expefiment aver-i-4.

itin

materials also permitted an assessment of item and category frequency judgments
based on a common list.
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EXPERI$NT 3

METHOD
S.a..ect; and Cesign

.rhe sub:edlts'were recbited from the same pool as those servinc in
fcrty-.eight s,d..:ects were equally divided among word and
Exper-iment
pizture stimu,li in either an Item Jud-4ment or a category .7udgment tak.
e,ts were tested individually.

Mater-_a1. an

All

Procedure

-

Sixteen categorY labels, and from one to five of the most common instances
.
of each, wre selected on the hasis of the Battig-and Montague (1969) category
Thus, categories slit,r, as clothing, furniture, vegetables, musical
Slides consisted either of line
ins.tr,:rvnts, and the like-Were included.

drawings representing the-categor instances or of single words representing
them (e.q., "shirt,"'"dress").
The sane stud: list (consisting of either words or pictures) was shown to
nst contained 127 item presentations,
jerformine bot h
categories d:fferinc with respect to Vne number of instances
eaL.
For the study
tne n.snher of repetitions of each' instance.
n_::---enting .t
and -four different instances combined with between one and
four ,-x_ -Jsu-res .Jf each instance (determined according to a prearranged.h2rmat)

,

For example, the category tools
wer: randomly allocated to the 16 :ategories.
wa, reprented by the single instance "hammer" which was presented only
In contrast, the category toys contained the single instance "doll"
wa. presented four times; arZ! the category vegetables contained the
iestance "carrot" presented once, 'tear." presented once, "peas" presented
As in the first two experiments,
once, and "corn" presented three f..:mes.
repetitions (of both items and sar,-category instances) occurred in different
segments of the list.
Following study, the- subjects i,erforming the Item Judgment task were
presented witn a 32-item list (incliding 16 "zero" items from previously
seen categories, e.g., "celery" fr=m the vegetables category) and were asked
to estimate how -many times each instance had occurred on the study list. The
subjects performing the Category JAgment task had been initially provided
with a list of the category labels to be represented, as well as appriSed
of the nature of the list and their task. They were presented with the,16
"zero" items and asked to estimate how many different instances from each
category had been presented (ignoring repetitions of the same instances).
."1

7

4

8

RESULTS
Ir. the Item Judgment task, subjects viewing pictures were more accurate
(69.3 r---e
(an average of 86.7 percent correct) than those viewing words
results
based
on
different
m
t (2.2) = 4.32, confirming the previous
difference
between
subjt_
Alsb in support of the earlier findings, no
detected on the
,nown pictures (57.8 percent) and words (54.7 percent) was
that the
Once
again,
it
cannot
be
argued
1.
<
t;
:-ategory Judgment task,
difficult,
inasmuch
as
the
mean
performances
more
utter task was simply too
No
other
interesting
of
25
percent.
doubled the computed "chance" level
sults emerged when more tine-grained analyses of the data were conducted,
l'e., .hen the item vs. category repetition information was examined.

IV

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present research provides evidence that picture-word differences in
subjective frequency accrual (see Ghatala & Levin, 1974) may be restricted
In particular, the superiority of pictures over
to nonconceptual tasks.
words on an instance recognition task disappeared on one requiring instance
In the usual (nonconceptual) frequency judgment task, it
:71assification.
may well be that (following Paivio, 1971) with pictures, subjects are encoding
unicu, 7-_ercet:,tual inforr,ation in addition to the verbal information elicited
by the r.ictures. labels, and that either or both of those codes may be reevoked by the test stimuli.
In the conceptual frequency judgment task, however, subjects benefit
not from the particular characteristics of stimuli but rather from the
generalized, more abstract features which form the basis for classification.
These abstractions are probably most easily represented by a verbal code (but
Thus, on such a task, pictures lose the advantage of
see Rosch, in press).
(Note,
perceptual uniqueness that operates in item recognition tasks.
how_ vier, that the finding in the present experiments that pictures were no
worse flat. words in the category judgment task suggests that subjects are
able to switch their attention from the pictures' dominant perceptible
properti,,s to those more abstract features necessary for efficient conceptual
udgment performance.)
freguen
It is worth noting that the slight (though statistically nonsignificant)
advantage of pictures over words in the conceptual tasks of the three experiments is in contrast to results of various concept acqu sition and problemsolving studies where the difference is frequently significant in the opposite
However, in such studies, the nature of the
direction (see Levin, 1374).
task--in particular, the nature of the relationships among stimuli--is
usually not made explicit to subjects (e.g., Runquist & Hutt, 1961; Deno,
1968), unlike the irocedures adpted ,sere, especially those for Experiments
Extendinj this contrast in the other direction, it has been reported
2 and 3.
that pictures may even facilitate certain conceptual activities (e.g., prose
comprehension) when the pi r-tures are used in conjunction with verbal materials
(see, for example, Bransford & Johnson, 1973; and Levin, 1974). Thus, the
finding that pictures are not facilitative when used instead of verbal materials
(as was the case nere) is not inc( ,atible with the prose comprehension
findings (for supporting data, see Levin, 1973, and Harris & Rohwer, 1974).
Finally, some extensions of the present results are clearly indicated.
Would, for example, picture-word differences diminish on a discrimination
learning task that capitalizes on the conceptual relationships among stimuli?
Some preliminary work by Ingison and Levin (in press) may even serve to
frame this question within a developmental perspective. Since young children
are influenced relatively more by the dominant perceptible characteristics
Of pictures than are older subjects, the largest picture-word difference
reductions on such a task might be expected in younger populations.
In fact, the presently available empirical evidence (e.g., Wohlwill, 1968;
Hollenberg, 1970) is consistent with these speculations.
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